
SOCIAL NETWORKING IS A BOON FOR TODAY S GENERATION

Nowadays social media plays an important role in teenagers life. . networking really a boon or bane? especially in the
case of students and today's generation.

For the vast majority of teens, the overall impact on social media has been positive Rideout. Parents have their
own busy schedule, which leaves them with little time to control browsing habits of their young ones on the
social media. Another survey report published on Socialmediachimps depicts the impact of social media to
even deeper extent. Social media sites can make it more difficult for us to distinguish between the meaningful
relationships we foster in the real world, and the numerous casual relationships formed through social media.
Social networking: A boon or bane for youth? Hence, thoughts of the innocent people get easily shaped and
influenced by distorted information. Conclusion Whether social media is a blessing or a curse, entirely
depends on how we use it. Cyber bullying is another growing trend among social media websites. But slowly
the interest of the youth developed and they wanted something new, that is when Mark Zuckerberg saw an
opportunity in the social media market and invented a new social networking website called Facebook, taking
the world by storm. Depression â€” Anxiety and depression is the most underrated disadvantage of social
media. Negative side:- People are increasingly comparing their lives with others that are projecting their life as
perfect. Though social media has revolutionised the world by bringing us closer than ever, it should be used to
stay connected with our family and friends i. Social media has positive impact on teens in many ways.
Reproduction of this article is prohibited. Myspace and LinkedIn came into existence as social networking
sites in  It included responses of more than 17, students of age group years from urban high schools spread
across 14 cities all over India. It provides additional measures to protect the interest of young members of
social media apps, enabling them to enjoy using their preferred apps to the hilt, without getting exposed to
security threats. In the whole process, I tend to learn a lot and get inspired to have ideas for our business.
Social media is about maintaining a dynamic conversation between us and our customers. The internet and
mobiles have extended our reach to our potential clients without geography being a factor. A case in point is
the recent case where a researcher linked to Cambridge Analytica CA , a political consulting firm had
accessed details of 50 million Facebook users. Maintain secrecy: Encourage your kids not to disclose any
sensitive information over the web, be it related to them, their family or friends. We can find our friends
easily, if we lost contact. Social media is also a huge support in our work lives â€” from marketing products to
networking. Social Media is a cost-effective marketing and branding tool. People have embraced social media
so persistently that it has become an integral part of our lives now. The Good Talking about the plus points of
Social media, there are many: Preferred medium to share ideas, exchange news, etc.


